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This exhibition specifically presents the artworks of female artists of the younger generation
in Indonesia. All female exhibitions are held quite often in Indonesia nowadays, both in big or
small scale, especially to show achievements of these artists and how it relates to the
changes of the world. Nevertheless, each exhibition will present its unique characteristic,
influenced by the artists involved in it.
There are no specific theme that limits or provide a framework in the artist choice for the
exhibition this time in Cans Gallery. In General, Cans Gallery observed that the dynamics
and varieties of issues and medium of most young artists demonstrated how the most uptodate issues are quickly absorbed, the development of imagination and visual languages
based on today's trends and taste, also the effort to combine social themes and personal
memories as a starting point in creating artworks.
The artists in this exhibition variously depicts the attitude of the new generations toward
issues that they face ad consider in their day-to-day life. Indeed, we do not directly see
social problems related to the situation of women in their work—the narratives of violence on
the body, oppression, among other things. This generation seems to still seek a way to
articulate their perspective about the world, that you hardly see a strong political stance to
issues of gender, women, and feminism in their works.Several began to enter the vast
matter of gender in their specific personal perspective, though they might need
encouragement to be able to pinpoint, identify, or reflect on the situations beyond
themselves.
This exhibition is a meeting point to retrace how women's life develop along the ages, until
today when the ideas of freedom and the space to choose self-identity is still possible to be
attained. With freedom and a space for critical thinking, the artists imagine their own
projections according to their hopes and imagination, like the title of this exhibition "I ...
Therefore I am".
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